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From our Interim Minister
But we will still
be able to recall
that Pentecost
Jesus said ‘You are witnesses of
was the day
these things. And see, I am sending when the
upon you what my Father
disciples finally
promised; so stay here in the city
received
the
until you have been clothed with
fullness
and
power from on high’
power of the Holy Spirit and were
(Luke 24: 48-49)
thus enabled to undertake their
mission with all the strength and life
At the time of writing this, it
of God’s Spirit inspiring them.
remains unclear just when the
current restrictions on our
It had been a real roller-coaster of a
movement and gathering together few weeks for the disciples from the
will be eased or lifted, but it does entry with Jesus into Jerusalem, to
look very unlikely that we will be his death, his risen appearances and
able to be together in church for the dawning that he really had
some weeks yet – perhaps even risen. But even then there was
longer!
doubt, fear and confusion.
Dear friends,

So it seems fairly certain that we Before Jesus ascends to heaven, he
will not be able to celebrate
tells them that he is sending them
together the Feast of Pentecost on into the world, but he also says that
Sunday 31st May.
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they must wait until they receive
what has been promised (the Holy
Spirit) and are clothed with power
from on high.
On the Day of Pentecost, when the
Spirit does fill them and they do
receive this power, nothing is ever
the same again! With a breath-taking
confidence, a remarkable
effectiveness and revitalised energy,
the church explodes into life.

normal we should be asking
how we might discover a new
future for the church and asking
ourselves what that might look
like.
And for this we will need to be
open to the transforming,
renewing and enabling power and
presence of the Holy Spirit.

There will be much to ponder,
pray about and plan for when we
For many of us our feelings through are once again able to gather
these weeks will have been a bit like together. Meanwhile, let us pray
the disciples before Pentecost;
‘Come, Holy Spirit’!
uncertain, confused, doubting and
missing the normal securities and Stay safe, keep the faith and be of
patterns. We too just have to wait... good hope.
to wait until things change. We do
not yet know when ‘normal’ will
Peace be with you all.
return. But then perhaps ‘normal’ is
not what we want to return!
Your friend,
Perhaps what we need is not so much
the return of ‘normal’ as the
David Denniston
inauguration of a new thing!
Interim Minister
DDenniston@churchofscotland.org.uk

Perhaps we need to discover anew 07903 926727
what the purpose
and mission of the
church really is,
new ways of being
and doing church
and new ways of
serving our
community and
the world around
us. Instead of
dreaming of
getting back to
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A CHILD'S WARTIME
MEMORIES
Having been pestered for some time
by junior members of my extended
family to relate my memories as a
young civilian in WW2, usually in
connection with a school project, I
have finally decided to start with a
little incident not strictly speaking
during the war at all!
In August 1939 my parents, with my
sister and I, came on a short holiday
to visit my aunt Annie and her
husband in Maryhill. Of that holiday
I remember nothing at all, except for
one evening. In addition to being the
parish minister of Dunbeath in
Caithness, Dad was a keen
sportsman. Annie's husband,
Donald, was quite uninterested in
sport, especially football. Thus it
came about that Dad, in company of
a 5 year old, set out for Firhill that
evening to see Partick Thistle play
the Edinburgh team Hearts. The date
was Wednesday 22nd August 1939
(I've checked!).

I had never seen a football match in
my life and the only thing I
remember of the match was my
fascination with the corner flags!
However, there was one thing which
did grab my attention. At half-time
in the stand several girls walked
slowly down the aisles with trays
(like those used in cinemas) selling
chocolate, and Dad bought for me a
bar of Fry's Chocolate
Cream.
The other day in the
supermarket I saw some still for
sale. The wrapping has not changed
in 80 years -- nor has the taste! It
was the wrapping which caused this
long-ago memory to spring unasked
into my head.
There were 10,000 present that night
and the score was 2-2, statistics
which meant nothing at all to me.
Twelve days later Great Britain was
at war with Germany and nothing
was quite the same again. On
Sunday 3rd September Dad had to
announce the dreaded news to the
congregation. The beadle had been
deputed to listen to the wireless (I
was told much later) and it
was he who slipped a piece
of paper into the minister's
hand. Though I was
present, I remember
nothing of this, except that I
do remember the sight of
several ladies weeping.
MDM

FROM THE LODGING HOUSE MISSION
Dear Supporters
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partner agencies.

As lockdown is extended for a
further three weeks to reduce the
spread of the Covid-19 virus, I pray
that this message finds you well.
Thank you for your continued
concern for the wellbeing of our
vulnerable guests.

On a daily basis, our manager
Stephen and a group of volunteers are
making up emergency food
parcels and men’s and women’s
essential toiletries packs which are
being delivered by our partner
agencies to the accommodations
across the city. To date we have
At the beginning of April, we were
prepared
praying for the wellbeing of our
Emergency Food parcels x 90
manager, Winter Night Shelter Staff
bags
and several service users who were
Men’s essential toiletries x 160
being treated for symptoms of the
bags
virus. Two tested positive for CovidWomen’s essential toiletries x
19 and received medical attention in
45 bags
hospital, they have recovered well
Facilitated food supply
and have been discharged from
uplifts x 12 car loads
This has left our storeroom shelves
hospital. Others isolated at home,
rather bare as you can see….
and after a three-week isolation,
Stephen our manager was able to
return to the centre. We thank the
Lord for all the good news we have
to share.
Our day centre remains closed in
order to prevent social gathering.
Our staff team remain on furlough at
this time; however, work continues
to meet our mission aim of
supporting those who are homeless,
vulnerable and socially isolated
across Glasgow. Our manager
Stephen and Chaplain Claire are
seeking new and creative ways to
meet the needs of the vulnerable
through collaborative work with

We are providing a dedicated
Chaplaincy hotline 9am -5pm
Monday to Friday on the new
number 07864 705 668. This
number is available for our staff,
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volunteers and services users to
help combat the stress of social isolation. This allows me as Chaplain to
maintain social distancing by
working from home while still being
an available source of support.

We would ask for your continued
prayers for,
our vulnerable client group, who
are finding the prolonged
restrictions a challenge to their
mental wellbeing,
our staff and volunteers who have
been furloughed or are
self-isolating due to their high
risk status
the teams of volunteers and
partner agency staff, who
continue to put themselves at
risk to support clients during
lockdown
Bed and Breakfast, hotel, and
hostel staff, working hard to
support the need for selfisolation amongst Glasgow’s
vulnerable,
our Day Centre that it can be
made ready to reopen and
welcome our community back
together as soon as
restrictions are lifted.
Until then, we put our trust in the
Lord and ask that God bless you and
keep you safe until we are together
again.
Deacon Claire Herbert
(Chaplain LHM)

Lost and Found
Lost:- black and white mongrel
dog, ½ tail missing, only one ear,
blind in right eye, limps a bit on its
three legs, answers to the name of
Lucky. Tel:Lost:- yellow Labrador, answers
to Boomer but is deaf. Tel:Found:- lost sock, responds to
“sock”. Tel:-

Daily Bread Notes for
April- June 2020 are
available and subscribers
are asked to contact
Malcolm Leitch to
arrange delivery.
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LIGHT HEARTED CORNER Alastair Moss was asked why he
The West of Scotland is richer in
descriptive facial phrases than any
other region. The following are a
selection of the ones that could be
printed in a church magazine. If you
know of any other “faces”, let us
know.
A face like a melted wellie.
A face like a hauf chewed caramel.
A face like a bag of spanners.
A face like a burst couch.
A face like the hin’ end o’ a bus.
A face like a horse in a huff.

had given up singing in the choir.
“I was absent one Sunday,” he
said, “and somebody asked if the
organ had been mended.”
Mrs Gibb was teaching the
Church Choir a new anthem.
“Don’t forget,” she said, “you
wait until the tenors reach “the
Gates of Hell” and then the rest of
you all come in.
Before their annual missionary trek
south for the summer, the Summer
Mission Team organised a car wash
to raise funds. On the day of the car
wash it was pouring with rain. Elsie
saved the day by putting up a notice
which said, “We wash, God rinses.”

The finest compliment David ever
received for one of his sermons
A face for hauntin’ hooses.
came as the congregation were
filing out the church after the
A face that would send a funeral up a morning service when one of the
side street.
elders said to him, “Didnae get
ma usual sleep the day, Minister.”
A face like the north end of a south
bound coo.
Many years ago, when excited
young father, Lindsay Macqueen,
A face like a ragman’s bugle.
was leaving the hospital with his
wife and first born daughter he
A face like a pudding supper wi’ the was anxious to do everything
jaundice.
right so he asked the doctor,
“What time will we wake the little
A face like a chipped chantie.
dear up in the morning?”
A face like a sand blasted meringue. She wasn’t called little dear for long!
Jo Gibb says that every married
A face like a pun o’ knitted mince.
man should forget his mistakes.
There is no point in two people
A face that has worn out three bodies. remembering the same things.
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On Line Worship

In these days of Lock down it is quickly
becoming the norm to gather together
separately on a Sunday Morning from our
own homes round a mobile phone, tablet,
laptop or computer. By a wondrous process
the service flows smoothly almost as
though it were live.
Getting to this point requires a lot of
preparation. This generally starts on a
Monday with an email exchange
confirming the lectionary reading for the
next Sunday and therefore the theme of the
service and discussion around who might
introduce the service. The reader is then
approached by the Session Clerk to check
they are able to record the scripture reading
and email it. This is usually on a Tuesday.
Following discussion between the organist
and minister, Hymns are chosen. Further
discussion between minister, organist,
session clerk and Lynn Flower identifies
who is going to give the all age/ children’s
talk.
The rest of the week introductions,
readings and messages and prayers are
recorded with much stopping and starting
and instructions to “do that again” you
hesitated, or “don’t stick your tongue out at
the end of the video”
Music is recorded by Lynn on the piano,
trying to avoid barking from Islay or
interruptions from the Session Clerk (as a
consequence of which there is about to be a
sign placed in the window
“Husband for Sale” Offers to Lynn Gibb.
(You couldn’t get the bin men to take him
away-Pub.)

Once recordings
are completed they
are all sent as
separate files to
Euan who works
his magic over
many hours to
produce the
finished article,
which is then
uploaded to the
website and
Facebook page, scheduled to “go live” at
11:00 a.m.
The upload can take most of Saturday to
complete depending on the amount
recorded. The result as many will have
seen and heard is a seamless and uplifting
service.
Not content with remote Services, Bible
Study has resumed via Zoom. The choir
has met remotely over Skype, even if the
first attempt was a little chaotic, it is a
work in progress and hopefully in future
weeks there will be more choir items in
services.
Team Leaders have met via Zoom and
ways of holding remote Session Meetings
are being explored in ways that can
overcome difficulties in reaching those
without access to technology.
All this reinforces what we have always
known, that The Church is all the people of
faith, and not a building.
It is likely we will be meeting this way for
a considerable time to come, and we will
continue to explore ways of reaching more
people. Any and All suggestions would be
welcome as we all explore this new world
together.

Jo
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HOW OTHER CHRISTIANS HAVE TO LIVE
IRAN
Dabrina Bet-Tamraz and her
entire family - her mother, father
and brother - have been targeted
by the Iranian regime for carrying
out normal church activities, and
were wrongly convicted of
national security-related crimes.
Her parents await their final
appeal hearing, which will
determine whether they both
spend ten years in prison.
Dabrina said recently, how much
your support means to families
like hers: ‘your prayers, your
advocacy, your support and your
financial gifts, they make it
possible for Christians in Iran to
keep standing strong in their
faith.’

EGYPT
People close to detained Coptic
human rights activist Rami Kamil
have allegedly been harassed by the
Egyptian authorities.
Mr Kamil was arrested in
November 2019 and is facing
unfounded accusations related to
terrorism and national security. His
detention has been extended on
multiple occasions, despite the fact
he has still not been formally
charged or tried. It is widely
believed Mr Kamil is being targeted

because of his human rights work
documenting violations of the right
to freedom of religion or belief.
The security services have
targeted Mr Kamil’s friends,
lawyers and supporters with
direct threats and harassment, both
in person and online. They have
been threatened by their
employers, a well-known tactic of
the secret police, who pressure
employers to intimidate employees
whose activities are deemed
problematic by the state.
IRAN
A five-year prison sentence
delivered to Pastor Matthias
Haghnejad was upheld on 25
February without a hearing, after
Iran’s Supreme Leader, Ayatollah
Khamanei reportedly permitted the
judge to bypass court procedures,
Pastor Haghnejad was initially
sentenced following a short trial on
23 September 2019. Eight other
members of the Church of Iran also
received five year sentences. All of
them were convicted of
“endangering state security” and
“promoting Zionism” and are
currently being held in Evin Prison
in Tehran.
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Lockdown 400 years ago

Eyam is a village very near
Chatsworth. In 1665 the local tailor
George Villiers received a box of
cloth from London. But none of the
garments were ever made 2 days later
he was very ill with fever, strange
swellings and a rosy red rash. The
plague had come from London via the
cloth . In Eyam the disease spread.
The church was closed. A little group
met seeking God's guidance.

The rector William Mompesson and
a colleague Thomas Stanley gathered
with the villagers, calling them to a
heroic act of self sacrifice. To
prevent the spread to neighbouring
villages they agreed to isolate
themselves . A stone circle was put
round the village. Food was left at
several points and the money to pay
for it was passed through water or
vinegar.
It took 15 months for the plague to
end in the village. 260 of the 350
villagers died. Their names can be
seen today recorded in the local
church. Annually a service is held to
remember these people as they
sought to save others from the
plague.
I visited Eyam a few years back and
thought it in keeping with what is
happening today
Lexa

CHURCH FINANCES
Last month I gave
you the financial
situation our
congregation was
in following the
shutdown and self
isolation because
of covid-19.
I gave a number of alternative ways
of giving to the church now that it
was impossible to collect weekly
freewill offering envelopes or count
the open plate each Sunday.
You have been amazing in the way so
many of you have taken these
suggestions to heart and have and are
helping us to survive financially at
this difficult time.
Six members substantially increased
their existing bank standing orders.
Eleven members set up a standing
order for the first time.
Nine members sent in cheques to Jo
our Session Clerk which he has
already banked.
I’m sure there are other members who
are regularly filling up their weekly
envelopes ready for when we are able
to meet again. We might have to
send Securicor to collect them!
We have been investigating other
methods of giving to the church such
as through justgiving in facebook,
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giving by text and other forms of
online donation. All have their
advantages and disadvantages.
However, the national Church of
Scotland is setting up a givings page
on its website and anyone who wants
to donate just has to put in the
amount and say what congregation it
is for. Details are not to hand yet but
keep checking their website if you
wish to donate that way.

www.churchofscotland.org.uk.
Thank you again to you all for your
efforts to keep us financially viable
during our time out of our building.
We greatly appreciate it.
Lindsay Macqueen

Soup on Sunday
We'll eat again
We know where
We don't know when
But we know we'll eat
again some sunny day
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Emoji quizzes are all the rage at the moment. Thanks to Euan we
have one for this month’s Mag. They are quite easy but need a lot of
conversation by phone, text, whatsapp, skype, etc to exchange ideas.
Great for keeping in touch with each other. Euan has also donated
the prizes. The winner will get a weekend in Easterhouse, second
prize is two weekends in….. !
They depict either a person from the Bible or a well known Bible
story. The Pathfinders thought they were a skoosh. If we tell you
that no. 12 depicts NOAH, the rest should be nae bother. Email
entries to the Editor by 12th May. He knows all the answers and will
decide the winner and award the real prize.
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Would you want to live here? such as “unusual beards,” long skirts
or headscarves.
While the world is suffering an
unprecedented virus crisis, in the
country which probably started it all
off, China’s Xinjiang Autonomous
Region is currently witnessing an
unprecedented human rights crisis in
which up to three million religious
people of all denominations have
been detained without charge or trial
in so-called ‘re-education camps.’

Days are spent wondering whether one
of the multitudinous police checks
every 500 metres could flag you up as
“dangerous,” “suspicious” or simply
someone to watch, and a five minute
trip to buy a packet of milk could see
you hauled off to re-education with no
chance to say goodbye. The next time
your relatives might hear from you is
when you surprise them with a call a
“Imagine a world where your every year later as a reward for memorising
the President’s speeches in Chinese, a
movement is watched. Where who
language that is not your mother
you meet, who you visit, and even
tongue. The first conversation with
what you talk about is monitored.
Where you can be hauled off a bus them after all this time wondering
mid-journey or dragged out of your whether you are dead or alive is two
minutes in the new language you have
car at a checkpoint, where your
belongings, your identity, your face, been cramming for all you are worth
your fingerprints and your irises are to be worthy of this call, full of praise
for the Party and expressions of
scanned several times a day, and
gratitude to President Xi Jinping for
where the contents of your phone
could send you to prison for the rest giving them a chance of “vocational
training.”
of your life."
Biological data and DNA is
harvested from every person in the
area, Orwellian amounts of
surveillance equipment, miles of
razor wire and security fencing
installed, and police stations built on
every street corner. More worrying
than all this put together, the
authorities speed built a vast network
of camps into which up to three
million people have been extra
judicially incarcerated for “crimes”

Nights are spent listening out for
sounds on the stairs. Armed police will
block your front door while they
inspect your home for traces of books
by banned authors, Bibles or second
telephones containing banned apps
you don’t dare to declare on the street.
If you are very unlucky, they will
decide to take you away, probably at
first to a “re-education” camp, before
they decide whether your “crimes”
deserve a stiffer sentence, your family
will be summarily evicted, the door
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will be sealed up, and they will have to
seek refuge with neighbours or friends
until the dust settles.
No one is immune from the roundups.
There seems to be no obvious rationale.
Singers, dancers, teachers, doctors and
academics are not immune and many
thousands, themselves loyal Party
members, have disappeared never to
re-emerge even to this day.
Nothing really explains the draconian
sinicisation drive since President Xi
Jinping removed presidential time limits
in 2018, making himself leader for life.
He has made it his mission to repress
every religion with a severity and
determination not seen since Mao.
Mosques, churches and Buddhist
temples have been torn down
throughout China, leaders imprisoned and
congregations forced to recite atheist
slogans and propaganda as they worship.
Many have escaped and are now in
Turkey or sympathetic European
countries, traumatised, depressed, rootless
and stateless. They talk incessantly about
the homeland, the children, wives and
husbands they have left behind and with
whom they can no longer communicate
for fear of the danger it would bring on
their relatives. Knowing someone in
Turkey, or one of any of the 26 banned
countries for them, is enough to earn a
spell in a camp; but communicating with
them could put you in prison for life.
Eziza is now living with 50,000 other
escapees in Istanbul. She made a

heartbreaking “Sophie’s Choice”

when she fled Xinjiang in 2018, after
her husband was rounded up and she
knew she would be next. She fled with
her two daughters who still had
passports, but was forced to leave her
seven year old who had no passport, with
neighbours. Her daughter was soon taken
by the government to an orphanage. She
knows she will never see her or her
husband again and sits in agony fingering
the one tiny picture that she has left of
her little girl. All photos and videos
disappeared from her phone after her
number was requisitioned back in the
homeland.
This is the country where the coronavirus
started, where the figures for those who
have had the virus and who have died
have been carefully massaged to make it
look like a fairly minor infection.
What pressure can be brought on Xi
Jinping and his cohorts to stop this
persecution? Are there any reprisals or
embargoes? Why would you buy any
goods from China when this is how its
people are treated?
The Support Group for victims of
persecution in QPG have written many
letters to people, mainly Christians, being
persecuted in China and to MPs asking
them to bring pressure on the Chinese
Government. Writing many more letters
is greatly needed from the evidence
above. Our duty is clear - to stop man's
inhumanity to man. The task might seem
too big but who would ever have thought
that the Berlin Wall would ever be
demolished? The Chinese wall can also
be defeated by our letters and our
prayers.
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Leah Sharibu refused to renounce her faith. She paid the price with
her freedom.
Over the past two years we've prayed and protested many times for
Leah. Although we can't gather in person, we can still gather online
and pray from our homes.
Leah's story
Leah was one of 110 girls abducted from their school in Dapchi,
Nigeria by ISWAP (an offshoot of Boko Haram) in February 2018.
The next month, following negotiations by the government, the
surviving girls were put into vehicles to go home.
However, Leah wasn’t among them. She wasn’t released because
she refused to convert in exchange for her freedom.
Her 17th birthday is on 14th May.
Let’s keep persevering in prayer until we see Leah freed, along with
all those held by terrorist factions in north east Nigeria.
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“Daily Bread” NOTES: MAY
A “bigger” Christ
Fri 1
Sat 2
Sun 3
Mon 4
Tue 5
Wed 6
Thur 7
Fri 8
Sat 9
Sun 10
Mon 11
Tue 12
Wed 13
Thur 14
Fri 15
Sat 16

Joshua 8: 30-35
Joshua 10: 1-15
Psalm 99
Joshua 14: 6-15
Joshua 10: 1-9
Joshua 23 1-11
Joshua 23: 12-16
Joshua 24: 1-15
Joshua 24: 16-33
Psalm 100
Hebrews 7: 1-10
Hebrews 7: 11-28
Hebrews 8: 1-6
Hebrews 8: 7-13
Hebrews 9: 1-10
Hebrews 9: 11-22

Unleashed
Sun 17
Mon 18
Tue 19
Wed 20
Thur 21
Fri 22
Sat 23
Sun 24
Mon 25
Tue 26
Wed 27
Thur 28
Fri 29
Sat 30
Sun 31

Psalm 101
Hebrews 9: 23-28
Hebrews 10: 1-10
Hebrews 10: 11-18
Hebrews 10: 19-25
Hebrews 10: 26-39
Hebrews 11: 1-22
Psalm 102
Hebrews 11: 23-40
Hebrews 12: 1-13
Hebrews 12: 14-29
Hebrews 13: 1-25
Acts 1: 1-11
Acts 1: 12-26
Acts 2: 1-13

WAY IN….to Acts 1-5
The first 5 chapters of acts are an incredible account of the gospel and the
power of God unleashed. It is almost like a long-held cork has finally
popped out of a champagne bottle, hurtling outwards with explosive and in
predictable results. Except this time, the recipients are not dru8nk on wine
In these chapters, we read about the early days of the church, of unstoppable
life bursting out into the world, of thousands of people placing their trust in
Jesus and being added to the church: how the Holy Spirit transformed Peter
from knee-knocking to ruler-shaking; healings, signs, wonders and miracles:
boldness to tell others about Jesus and even people dropping dead when they
tell a lie.
The stories are both compelling and inspiring but beg the question: how will
we read these passages? As interesting historical accounts of how the church
began or stories of faith – acts and actions – in the living God? Will we keep
then locked in the past or dare we believe that our God who is the same
yesterday, today and forever may want to revive us, our churches, our towns
and cities, our nations our world?
By James Davies (adapted)
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Club 170
Club 170 for the first time in its fifteen
year history would not be able to
provide for those in our community
most in need. However the rules were
subsequently relaxed slightly to allow
congregations to provide food for the
homeless and others for whom the
lockdown would pose major challenges
and this has enabled the Club to
continue to function, albeit in a
considerably modified form. The fact
that all the Greggs shops who supply
us with bread, rolls and cakes each
week also closed down posed some
additional challenges but as Following
the start of the “lockdown” and the
statement by the Church of Scotland
that all Church buildings would close,
it looked as though usual the good
folks of Queen’s Park Govanhill have
risen to the challenge. Fortunately
Locavore in Victoria Road has
remained open and they have
continued to provide us with a variety
of fruit together with “ready meals” –
small tubs of pasta and salad. The gap
in our resources with loss of Greggs
cakes etc has been more than amply
filled by Morag Reid’s home baking!
Sandwiches continue to be made up
and delivered by those of the faithful
team of sandwich-makers who are not
themselves locked down in their own
homes. So each Sunday since midMarch a faithful team of volunteers
who are not in the vulnerable agegroup has gathered at the Gateway Hall
at 4.30 to make up bags containing a
ready- meal tub, sandwiches, fruit ,

home made cakes and various other
“goodies” for our guests to take away
from a table placed just inside the
small side door in Queen’s Drive once
the doors have been opened at our
usual hour of 5 o’clock. The numbers
calling by each Sunday have varied
from twelve to around twenty. The
continuation of these Club 170 acts of
service has certainly been appreciated
and hopefully will be able to continue.
We are very grateful to the
“youngsters” in the Club who have
come along on a rota basis each
Sunday to ensure the work continues
– Betty, Gill, Joyce, Urske, Chrissie,
Judith, Mark and Alasdair – and we
are grateful to those who have done
the pick-ups from Morag and from
Locavore.

MONDAY BIBLE STUDY
As this brief report is being written plans
are afoot for the Monday evening group
to resume their meetings on 27th April
using Zoom – a piece of electronic
wizardry that has enabled virtual
meetings to take place without us leaving
our homes. The prospect of using it fills
many of the regular attenders at the
Monday studies with a degree of fear and
trepidation which will no doubt disappear
once the relative simplicity of it all
becomes apparent. If you have not
attended any of the “real” meetings
before and would like to take part from
the comfort of your own home then
contact any of the regular attenders for
information on how to get involved. You
will be most welcome.
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Support Group for the
Persecuted Church
I wish to thank everyone for all their
cards, messages, phone calls and
prayers received during this sad time
in my life.
Thank you also for the beautiful
flowers I received. Your support has
given me the strength to get through
this difficult time.
Thank you all
Jean Crawford

The Support Group can’t meet at
church this month but
we can continue our letter writing
efforts. Indeed, the LOCKDOWN
means we may have more time than
usual to write and encourage and pray
for brothers and sisters facing dire
persecution in many countries. So
let’s use this opportunity!
It would be brilliant if children also
took part, by drawing or writing a
simple message. Imagine the delight
it would give to a lonely prisoner.

Alastair Moss would like to thank all
members and friends of the
congregation who sent cards or otherwise expressed their good wishes to
I can supply various resources:
him on the occasion of his recent 90th headed paper, picture cards,
birthday.
envelopes, information on people you
And from Margaret Carvil
On behalf of Chris, Margaret and the
family I would like to thank everyone
who has been in touch and sent their
condolences, prayers and flowers at
this time following the death of my
husband John Carvil who died on 3rd
April from Covid-19. It is a strange
time we are going through but the
power of prayer and friendship is a
wonderful thing and is greatly
appreciated.

are writing to, and hints on what to
write. Just tell me what you need and
I will try to get it to you, by email or
post.
We can also pray for individuals and
churches around the world, for
example, in the daily 7pm prayers.
Christian Solidarity Worldwide and
Barnabas Fund post information and
prayer diaries on their websites
(csw.org.uk, barnabasfund.org).
Mark Edwards

A general thank you to all those who
07404712094,
have made extra efforts to keep in
MarkEdwards5211@gmail.com
touch with members of the
congregation during this time when
there has been little scope for face to
face meetings. Not just by using social
media – old fashioned phone calls have
been much appreciated as well!

tel
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MAY 2020
FEEDING THE HUNGRY
Reflection on foodbanks and impact of Covid-19.
THE NEW LANDSCAPE
The Very Reverend Albert Bogle reflects on the impact of the Corona virus
Covid 19 on the business of the Church of Scotland.
GOD HAS NOT FINISHED WITH SCOTLAND
The Moderator-Designate, the Rev Dr Martin Fair.
ASSEMBLY CANCELLATION
Church's business meeting cancelled for
the first time in over 300 years.
I THINK THINGS CAN GET BETTER
Thomas Baldwin meets Nick Guttman,
head of the Humanitarian Division at
Christian Aid.
GOD IS WITH YOU
In a time of great uncertainty, Danielle Duncan reminds readers that Church is
not just a building for Sundays.
WAR'S END
The role of churches in peace building across Europe on the 75th Anniversary
of VE Day.
BATTLEFIELD ROBOTS
In the continuing series marking the 50th anniversary of the Church of
Scotland’s SRT, the Rev Dr David Coulter reflects on the increasing use of
artificial intelligence on the battlefield.
All this, and reviews, crosswords, youth column, bible study, church registers and much more. News from the church – national and world wide.
Because of covid-19, the electronic version of Life and Work is being
offered free on a download for May—get it at
https://www.lifeandwork.org/resources/free-download-may-2020.
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INTIMATIONS
1.

Cases of illness or urgent pastoral need should be
intimated without delay to the Minister.

2.

Any person who would like to become a communicant
member of the church should speak to the Minister.

3.

The final date for submitting articles for the June
Magazine is Sunday 31st May.
TREASURER’S REPORT TO 30TH APRIL 2020
Open Plate
Freewill Offerings
Gift Aid Freewill Offerings
Total
Average per Sunday (17 weeks)

£
485
£ 2,125
£ 17,727
£ 20,337
£ 1,196

The only members’ income since last month has been from standing
orders and cheques received (see page 14). Many thanks to all who have
contributed.
OTHER INCOME
M. Borland, Treasurer

GENERAL FABRIC FUND
Balance at 1/1/20
£ 6,830
+ Income
£ 968
£ 7,798
Expenditure
£ 2,561
Balance at 30/4/20 £ 5,237
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OFFICEBEARERS
Rev David Denniston
07903 926727
SESSION CLERK
Mr Jo Gibb
638 5768
FABRIC TEAM
Mr. Euan Gibb
638 5768
HOSPITALITY TEAM
Miss Morag Reid
440 7406
PASTORAL TEAM
Miss Lexa Boyle
427 3999
MISSION TEAM
Miss Lynn Flower
631 4964
PRAYER TEAM
MINISTRY TEAM
Rev David Denniston
07903 926727
MUSIC & DRAMA TEAM Mrs Lynn Gibb
638 5768
FINANCE TEAM
Mr Lindsay Macqueen
01655 332588
ADMIN / OFFICE TEAM Mrs Rhona Hughes
at Church Office
EDUCATION TEAM
Mr Malcolm Leitch
423 7501
TIME TALENTS MONEY TEAM Mrs Joyce McNae
423 1897
YOUTH TEAM
Miss Lynn Flower
631 4964
CONGREGATIONAL
Mrs. Margaret Borland at Church Office
TREASURER
MAGAZINE EDITOR
Mr. Malcolm Leitch
423 7501
malcolmleitch135@btinternet.com
MAGAZINE
Mrs. Rhona Hughes
at Church Office
DISTRIBUTION

INTERIM MINISTER

HOW THE CHOIR USED TO LOOK JUST IN CASE YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN !

